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Get Ahead of the Crowd in these Fashion-Forward Hats!Brimming with quick and fun-to-knit
designs for stitchers of all skill levels, The Knitted Hat Book features a modern take on classic
knitted caps. In this top-notch collection, your favorite knitwear designers--Melissa LaBarre,
Alexis Winslow, Faina Goberstein, Meghan Babin, and Tanis Gray, and more--have created
more than 20 head-turning toppers. • Hats of all shapes and styles: berets, beanies, tams,
cloches, toques, and more • A variety of stitch patterns, including cables, lace, Fair Isle, and
slip stitch • Appliques, knitted flowers, pompoms, and other creative
embellishments • Versatile designs to take you through the seasons • Stylish designs for gals
and guysEveryone knows you can never knit enough hats. Whether you're looking for instant
knitting gratification, a few chic designs to perk up your wardrobe, or the perfect small project to
hone new skills, The Knitted Hat Book has you covered.



Knit Hats with Woolly Wormhead: Styles for the Whole Family Knitted Beanies & Slouchy Hats:
31 Original Designs to Suit Your Style & Attitude Knit a Hat: A Beginner's Guide to Knitting Head-
to-Toe Winter Knits: 100 Quick and Easy Accessories to Knit Knit to Amaze: A Visual Guide to
Knitting Amazing Fingerless Mittens, Knee Warmers, Kitchen Cloths & Coasters Knockout Knit
Hats and Hoods: 30 Engaging Designs for Beanies, Tams, Slouches, and More Circular Knitting
Workshop: Essential Techniques to Master Knitting in the Round Foolproof Flower Embroidery:
80 Stitches & 400 Combinations in a Variety of Fibers; Add Texture, Color & Sparkle to Your
Organic Garden Garter Stitch Revival: 20 Creative Knitting Patterns Featuring the Simplest
Stitch Coffeehouse Knits: Knitting Patterns and Essays with Robust Flavor Cozy Stash-Busting
Knits: 22 Patterns for Hats, Scarves, Cowls and More Knit Shawls & Wraps in 1 Week: 30 Quick
Patterns to Keep You Cozy in Style 20 Easy Knitted Blankets and Throws: From the Staff at
Martingale Seamless Knit Sweaters in 2 Weeks: 20 Patterns for Flawless Cardigans, Pullovers,
Tees and More



lissablack, “Use your sock yarn stash!. There are at least a half dozen patterns in this book that I
really like a lot. I made the one in the biggest picture on the cover. It is a little tall for my taste, I
probably could have figured that out. If I made it again I would make it shorter. Otherwise it is
good. I wanted hat patterns made with sick yarn because I have a huge stash of it. This book
uses sock yarn in almost all the patterns, if not all of them.”

Avalon, “Great book. I just love this book. Most of the hats are unique and interesting. I love that
most of them are used with DK weight yarn and not really fine yarn with tiny needles. The book
came in a timely manner and in great condition as well.”

Edy WB, “Good variety of hat patterns.. Really nice book. Pretty hat patterns that use all the
different sizes of yarn. Includes lace patterns, colorwork patterns, easy patterns, even one that
can be worn with a ponytail. I really like it.”

E. Burton, “Great assortment of hats. This is a great book, but not for very beginners. It assumes
knowledge of techniques and stitches. I love the assortment of hats! Can't wait 'til I have learned
enough about knitting to make these!”

EsJ, “Great variety and clear instructions.. Clear understandable instructions and great pictures
of each hat. There is a nice variety to choose from. The instructions for the hat I knitted turned
out to fit and look like the picture.”

Janice pfaus, “Great book, I can't wait to get tarted knitting. A rarity amog craft books, ALL the
patterns are for knitting, no crochet!”

indiana kim, “Easy to follow patterns. Well written patterns. Came in the mail within 2 days.
Thanks”

Beth, “Good looking hats for everyone.. Such a variety of hats all knitted on circular needles. Just
as I like it.”

Lorna, “Lots of great patterns. Great variety of patterns, something for everyone. Perfect for using
up some of my stash! Very detailed easy to follow instructions.”

Kramer, “Good basic selection of patterns.. Beautiful, knitter friendly patterns.”

Ebook Library Reader, “An excellent book. I shall enjoy making many of the .... An excellent
book.  I shall enjoy making many of the patterns.”



The book by Interweave Editors has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 97 people have provided feedback.
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